1959 BMW Motorcycles R69
Price

USD 25 000

Year of manufacture

1959

Condition

Restored

Location

Chassis number

654222

Motorcycle type

Street

Engine number

654222

Engine size (cc)

594

Colour

Black

Description
- Chassis # 654222
- Engine # 654222
- A Matching Numbers Example
- 1 Of Approximately 2819 Produced
- Restored By Marque Experts Country Rode Motorwerks
- Offered With Owners & Service Manuals, Tools, And BMW Shop Rag
The example on offer here is a numbers matching 1959 BMW R69, showing chassis number 654222
and engine number 654222. It is finished in the classic BMW motorcycle colors of Black with white
pinstriping. This particular R69 was held in long term ownership in the Northeast portion of the US
before being acquired in 2000 by marque specialist and then Authorized BMW Motorcycle dealership,
Country Rode Motorwerks, located in Fairport, New York. When it arrived to Country Rode, this R69
was in need of some refreshing but they decided to do a thorough and comprehensive restoration on
the machine. Receipts for the restoration show that nothing was left untouched, with a total bill of
$16,446.66 spent on making this a truly immaculate example. Once the impeccably thorough
restoration was completed, the R69 was offered for sale and purchased by the current owner and
consignor in October of 2004. Throughout his ownership, he has kept the motorcycle in top running
condition, with service receipts and documentation dating back to his purchase. It has been ridden
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sparingly, showing just over 3,000 kilometers (2,000 miles) since the time of restoration. This bike is
equipped with a few interesting features that increase the ride-ability of it including a Denfield solo
saddle, a Schorsch Meier 6.5 gallon fuel tank with locking storage compartment, chrome headlight
guard, a rear mounted luggage rack, Hella brand bar-end turn signals. A left side bar-end mirror, as
well as a stainless steel side stand, both by Kirk Demadaler. In addition to the fitted features, this R69
comes with a few additional parts including a hinged pillion pad, an unused BMW three-point engine
guard, and a new Denfield passenger seat.
Cosmetically this R69 remains in outstanding condition. The black paint is smooth and consistent
throughout the entirety of the machine and the white pinstriping has been expertly applied. There is
some very light swirling in the black paint in some of the higher traffic areas when viewed under
direct light, but not enough to take away from the overall fantastic presentation of this machine. The
only minor issue that requires note is a small spot on the upper right portion of the tank where the
paint has been touched, likely from the handlebars making a bit of contact with the tank during final
sorting (as they do not currently touch). Polished surfaces and chrome are clean and bright with
minimal spotting or corrosion to speak of. There is some minor scratching on the handle bars as well
as some very light swirling in the chrome on both the bars as well as some of the other higher
contact brightwork.
The inside of the Schorsch Meier tank appears to have been recoated during restoration and remains
in excellent condition, ensuring clean fuel delivery. The engine and fuel system appear clean and tidy
with no outward signs of any issues and we have not noticed any leaking from the case or cylinders
while this bike has been sitting at our Philadelphia location. It appears that all electronics work as
they should, including the bar end turn signals. The single gauge mounted in the headlight bucket
appears to read and function as it should. The factory air pump is located in the correct location on
the right side of the bike. It should be noted that it was brought to our attention that this R69 is
missing its ignition retard lever, however replacements can be sourced.
Mechanically this machine is in top condition, thanks in large part to its fairly recent and thorough
restoration accompanied by fastidious ownership since then. More recently, the current owner and
consignor has changed the gear oil and swapped in a new six-volt battery in March of 2018 as well as
doing a standard oil change in the last 150 miles. Complete service and maintenance records for this
R69 are available in the “View Documents” tab located above and cold start test ride video can be
viewed below. The combination of a truly exquisite restoration and loving ownership has left this R69
in fantastic condition. It starts with minimal effort and feels solid and responsive out on the road.
Despite its classic looks, this BMW rides surprisingly modern. This R69 currently needs nothing and
would make for the perfect entry into the world of classic postwar BMW motorcycles while also being
an excellent addition to any current BMW motorcycle collection.
Included with the sale of this R69 are a tool kit, BMW shop rag, owner’s and service manuals,
assorted spare parts, and records dating back to 2000.
Please visit www.LBIlimited.com for many more photos and details. Worldwide shipping is available
upon request. Follow us on Instagram and Facebook @LBILimited #ClaimYourClassic.

LBI Limited
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Title Mr
First name Andrew
Last name Mastin
4555 Torresdale Ave.
Philadelphia 19124 Pennsylvania
United States
Phone +1 (215) 459-1606
Fax +1 (215) 535-2666
Mobile phone +1 (610) 716-2331
http://www.LBILimited.com
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